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Two Me er Tracking Transmi
Low-cost beacon.

-

by Carl Lyster WA4ADG

H

ere's a simple 2-transistor CW transmitter that can generate up to 10 milliwatts of power on the 2 meter band. I originally designed this clrcuit for use as an animal
tracking transmitter for the Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency.
This circuit has a wide variety of applications whenever a low-cost signal on 2 meters
is required. The Indianapolis Foxhunting
Club has been using it for their "Easter
Egg Hunts." They take several of these
transmitters on different frequencies, enclose them in plastic eggs, and scatter them
about the search area. The low power allows the trackers to easily walk right up to
the hidden eggs without severely dverloading their HTs or scanners. The trick comes
in attempting to remove the eggs from the
middle of thorn bushes!
This transmitter has also been used on
two high altitude balloon flights. Its low
current drain makes it a good choice for
this kind of experiment. It's amazing what
10 milliwatts will do from 60,000 feet, as
stations over 300 miles away were able to
copy the beacon at an S-5 level. [Ed. note:
fiepackageshown on this month 'sfront cover
used one of these tracking transmitters.]
Circuit Description
To keep this as low-cost as possible, the
transmitter was designed to use inexpensive
scanner crystals. Most VHF scanners use a
third overtone crystal in the 48 MHz range.
To find the 2 meter output frequency of a

Tune Up
Build the transmitter up one stage at a time,
starting with the oscillator Apply 6 volts to
the oscillator and make sure tt's running. You
should be able to hear its second harrnon~con
a stereo receiver set for 96 MHz. If the oscillator fails to start, try varying the slug-tuned
coil in the tank circutt until it kicks in solidly.
Figure 2. PC Board foil pattern.
If this fails, you could increase the value of
the 4.7k resistor or lower the 470 ohm
resistor feeding the tank circuit.
Once the oscillator is functional, build
up the tripler and amplifier section and
place a small dummy load on the RF output. Adjust the input and output variable
capacitors for maximum RF out. A grid
dip meter or spectrum analyzer would be
helpful at this point. However, you could
simply adjust for maximum signal on your
2 meter rig's S-meter. Don't try to get
more than 10 milliwatts out of this transmitter, as spectral purity will suffer. There
Figure 3. Parts placement.
will be some chirp with this circuit, especially if you key both the oscillator and ampliparticular scanner crystal when used in this
fier. chirp can be minimized through adjusttransmitter, ~ u s tsubtract 10.7 or 10.8 (dement ofthe slug-tuned coil in the oscillator.
pending on the scanner's IF scheme) from the
~ h transmitter
,
works best with a supply
commercial f m l ~ e n cFor
~ . example: a scanvoltage between 6 to 9 volts and draws about
ner crystal for 155.15 Mr*z would give the
10 m ~ Any
. 9-volt battery should prov~dea
transmitter a meter clltp' '
144.35 MHz
reasonable operating life. For extended
if the crystal was mad 1'
Gner with a
transmission times, you could use some of the
10.8 MHz IF. Scanne, .
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154.8 to 158.7 MHz sh. ,
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transmitter can be enclosed in
transmitter in the 2 meter band.
some extremely small packages which can be
The oscillator section generates between 5
a real ,-hallenge to find during a foxhunt.
to 10 milliwatts of RF in the 48 MHz range.
E~~~though this is a cw transmitter, ~tcan
The output of the oscillator then drives a
be easily heard with an FM receiver, so evsimple diode tripler to generate a signal at 144
eryone can join in the fun!
MHz. The MPSH-10 transistor is used as a
class-C amplifier, and it also helps clean UP
youy ,
reach Carl Lyster WA4ADG at 4412
the final RF output. The closest Spurs at 96
DamsRd., Knoxville m 3 7 9 2 1 . Thisarticle
MHz and 102 MHz are at least 40 dB down.
reprinted from the July 1989 issue of
Supply voltage to the transmitter is conA ~ Q .
trolled by a 2N2222 transistor keyed by a
logic level from your favorite CW Ider circuit. [An appropriate CWIDer was described
Parts List
in the June "Above and Beyond" column.
Qty.
Part Description
Another excellent choice I S the GLB ID-I.] If
I
2N2222 transistor
2N4124 (or 2N2222) transistor
1
too much chirp is present, you might try
MPSH-10 tranststor
leaving the oscillator running c o n t l n ~ o ~ s l y
1N914 diode
and just key the final amplifier.
1
lhr'slug-tuned coil
Scanner crystal, Y1
#28 wlre, short length
4'32 wire, short length
2
1-10 pF variable capacitor
0 001 pF ceramic capacitor
2
47 pF ceramic or mica capacitor
1
10 ohm 1h watt resistor
47 ohm 114 watt resistor
1
470 ohm 1/4 watt resistor
1
4 7k 114 watt resistor
1
10k'/4 watt resistor
1
47k 'h watt resistor
1
PC Board
Note A blank PC Board IS ava~labiefor $3 + $1 50
postagelhandllng from FAR Clrcults, 18N640 Field
Court, Dundee IL 601 18
1

Frgure I Sthemtrc ofthe 10rnWfmnsmrtter.
16

73Amateur Rad~o

Construction
The clrcult can be bulk on pertboard with
point-to-point wlring. However, I've included a PC board foll pattern which will make
layout s~mpler.The4-turn coil which couples
the oscillator tnto the diode tripler can be
wound directly over the 6-turn slug-tuned coil
~nthe osc~llatortank circu~t.The 2-turn output
coil 1s mounted tn l ~ n ewith the collector end
of the 4-turn toll In the amphfier tank clrcult
place the 2-turncoil as close as possible to the
tank coll for maximum output power.
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